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ABSTRACT

In most available computer models of stream-aquifer interaction,

the river stages are treated as boundary conditions. However in reality

for low flow conditions, the actual problem is the prediction of the

river stages. In addition for management purposes it is essential to

have expZicit relations between the decision variables such as pumpin~

rates or upstream flow releases and the resulting states of the system

such as downstream river flows and aquifer drawdowns. By combining the

discrete kerneZ approach for an isolated aquifer with the discrete

kernel approach for an isolated river (treated as a cascade of Muskingum

reaches) it was possible to derive the discrete kernels (inf1uence

coefficients) for all the states of interest as responses to all the

relevant decision variables. The developed tool is well suited for

management due to the explicit nature of the relations which makes it

possible to formulate the management (optimization) problem as a Mathe

matical Programming problem for which efficient solution algorithms

exist.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The first objective of this project was the development of a stream

aquifer model that portrays properly the dynamics of the interaction

between a stream (or a canal) and the underlying water-table aquifer.

The second objective was to design the model so that it can be used on

a practical (i.e., inexpensive) basis for integrated management of a

surface-groundwater system.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF CONTRACT

It is not desirable to rcre~t in this completion report all the

results obtained over the past three years and the detailed procedllres

by which they were obtained. These results and procedures can (or will)

be found in one dissertation (Illangasekare, 1978), one report (Illan

gaskare and Morel-Seytoux, 1978),' one puhli shed ]):1per (I1l:1ngascbrc and

Morel-Seytoux, 1978) and several papers in preparation.

Rather a brief review of the methods of attacks and a sample of

results will be given. The emphasis is on the latest developments

which have not been reported elsewhere and which hold promise for the

future. Generally speaking the thrust of the research has been in the

direction of development of new and imagin~tive methods that will reduce

the cost of management studies of conjunctive use of surface and ground

waters without significant reduction in accuracy. In this regard the

project was fairly successful.
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A. INTRODUCTION

In a system which includes natupaZ components such as an aquifer

and a stream in hydraulic connection with it and is subjected to man

made interferences such as stream diversions, pumping \\'ells, field irri

gation, etc., the future state of the system will depend on a numher of

management decisions. The state of the system can he described by water

table drawdowns, aquifer return flows to the stream and river stage

drawdowns. The evolution of these states depends upon the deoisions:

pumping rates from the wells, upstream inflows into the river, all of

which can be controlled. The evolution of these states depends also on

the initial conditions of the system such as initial water table eleva

tions and initial river stages, which cannot be controlled.

The prohlem at hand is the development of a method of quantitative

description of the states in terms of the decision and initial variables

which is accurate, cost effective and explicit, so that the effect of

various management strategies can be predicted properly, easily and

inexpensively. The approach taken to develop these explicit relations

was described in earlier studies (Morel-Seytoux et aI, 1973, 1975;

Morel-Seytoux, 1975, 1977; Morel-Seytoux and Daly, 1975; Rodriguez, 1976;

Peters, 1977). It consists of describing separately the behaviour of the

aquifer and of the stream (as if the other component did not exist) by

a 5uitahle linear model and then combining the two components in order

to describe their actual dynamic interaction.
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B. ISOLATED AQUIFER COMPONENT

It has been shown previously (e.g., Morel-Seytoux and Oaly. 1975)

that drawdown in an aquifer can be expressed in terms of the pumping

rates by the relation:

s (n) =w

p

L
p:::l

n

I
\)=1

15 (n-v+l)Q (v)
wp r (1)

where 5 (n) is the drawdown at any point w at the end of the nth
w

time period, the o ()
wp

are the so-called disc~ete pumping ke~nels

which are obtained from a finite-difference (Morel-Seytoux and Daly,

1975; Rodriguez, 1976) or finite element (I11angasekare and Morel-

Seytoux, 1978; also Appendix 1 of this report) model. P is the total

number of wells, and Q (v)
p

is the mean pumping rate from well p

during the vth period (or pumped volume for the period).

If one does not treat the presence of the stream in an interactive

way but as an imposed boundary condition, then in the presence of a

stream Eq. (1) can be generalized to the form:

s (n) :::
W

P

L
p=l

n
L 0 (n-v+l) Q (v) +

v=l wp P

R

L
r=l

n
L 0 (n-v+l) Q (v)

v=l wr r
(2)

where Q (v) is the pumping rate from the r th reach of the river and
r

R is the number of reaches. The aquifer return flow is formally treated

as a pumping rate from the river. However whereas pumping from a well

can be effectively controlled the aquifer return flow cannot be because

it depends itself upon the state of the aquifer. The solution provided

hy Eq. (2) is mathematically correct hut only formal because Q (v)
r

though shown on the right-hand sjde is not a decision variable but is

itself a state (dependent) variable.
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Also Eqs. (1) and (2) are only valid fOT a system initially at

rest. If initially the system i~ not at rest, evcn without (lumping fn>nl

wells or from the river the drawdolVDs will change in time, water moving

from the high levels to the low ones. The naturaZ !'cdist!'·ih.J.tion of

drawdowns naturally depends upon the initial conditions. A method of

prediction ~as developed in earlier studies (Morcl-Sc)'toux, 1975. 1977;

Peters, 1977) consisting of recrcat ing the initia] cantli tions by arti-

ficially pumping from the system one period prior to the inital time.

With this procedure the general behaviour of drawdowns is characterized

by the expression:

s (n)-5 =
w

E

L
e=l

n

I
v=l

6 (n-v+l)Q (v) +
we e

11

L
'IT=l

o -e (n) (s -s)
W'IT 7f

(3)

where E is the total number of excitation points (wells and reaches),

SO is the initial drawdown at point TI, s is the initial average
1f

drawdown in the aquifer and the 8
W7f

() are (influence) coefficients

deduced from the 0we() coefficients by linear algebraic manipulations

(Morel-Seytoux, 1975, 1977; Peters, 1977; Illangasekare, 1978).

C. ISOLATED RIVER COMPONENT

For modeling purposes the stream is divided into a set of R

reaches (Fig. 1). The isolated stream is subjected to two types of

excitations: (1) upstream inflows and (2 ) diversions. If S desig-r

nates storage in reach r, R the inflow into reach r, Rr+l the out-r

flow from the reach and W the net withdrawal (e. g. , diversion-
r

tributary inflo\-') from the reach, then the continuity equation can be

written in the form:
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Fig. 1. Schematic stream routing model and definition of variables



dS
r

dt ::: R
r

7

(4)

The selected pseudo-momentum equation used to describe the stream evolu-

tion is the Muskingum equation:

S ::: K [t; R + (l-t;)R 1] (5)r r r r r r+

To maintain the convenience of deal ing h'ith 1ilH':lr systems it is :ISSlIl1ll'd

that for the expected range of fluctuiltions in river stage there exists

a proportionality between storage and river stage, namely:

(6)

where Sr is deviation of storage in reach r from a steady-state

reference 1eve1 , A is the horizontal water surface area of the reach,r

Yr is river stage in the reach measured from river bed and y is the

steady-state reference stage. Equivalently Eq. (6) can be written in

terms of river drawdoum rather than stage in the form

S ::: - A (a -0 )
r r r r (7)

where ar is river drawdown measured from a high datum and ar is the

steady-state reference river drawdown.

It has been shown previously (Morel-Seytoux, 1975) using the system

of Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) that the reach drawdown (J (t)
r

can be expressed

as a function of the deviation of inflow from the steady-state reference

level into the first reach denoted by I*(t) and stream withdrawals

from the r th reach and all the reaches upstream of it. The general 50lu-

tion is of the form:

1
r

arCt) ::: or - A
r

L
p:::l

t

J
a

K (t-T) {
rp

IV (T)
-p---- + b I*(T)}dT]

fl p P
(8)



where band 11 are funet ions of the f\luski ngum p:Jrameters K and
o 0

and K ()
ro

is the routin~ kernel. The deriv.:ltion of the expres-

sions for the routing kernels has heen given in earlier studies (Morcl-

Seytoux,1975). In discrete form Eq. (8) becomes:

1 r n W (v)
a (n) == a 'i L X (n-v+l) {-

p
+ b 1* (v) } (9)r r A v=l rp I1p 0r p=l

where a (n) is the river drawdown at the end of the nth period,
r

is the volume of water withdrawn from thew (v)
p

the v th period and I*(v)

pth sub-reach during

is the deviation of upstream inflow from the

steady state reference inflow during the v th period. The discrete rout-

(0)K (v-T)dTrp
o

ing kernel coefficients Xrp(v) are defined as:

1

= J

It has been shown (Morel-Seytoux, 1975) that the routing kernels are

functions of the Muskingum parameters K and ~ of all the reaches.

Hence, if the Muskingum parameters of the reaches are known the discrete

routing kernels can be generated and saved. The coefficients in combina-

tion with the other fixed parameters of the routing model (Ar , nr

and b)
l'

can be used in Eg. (9) to derive the response a (n)
r

due to

upstream and withdrawal excitations I(v) and W(v).

In all the previous discussion it was tacitly assumed that there

was no return flow or seepage taking place. However, Eq. (9) is still

mathematically correct by interpreting the net withdrawal W as the
r

difference between diversions Dr and return flows Qr. Then Eq. (9)

takes the more explicit form:



a (n) = a
r r

I
A

r

r

I
0=1

n fQ (v) - 0 (v) }I X (n-v+l) 0 0 + bpI*Cv)
v=l rp np

(0)

The upstream "inflows cr*) and the diversions o are controllable true
p

decision variables whereas the aquifer return flows Q even though they
p

appear on the right-hand side are not decision v3riahlcs. Roughly spc3k-

ing the system of Eqs. (2) and (0) provide two scts of cqu;ltions for

three sets of state variables, o
r

and C1 •
'p

i\nother set of l'qU;I-

tions is needed to describe the stream-aquifer interaction.

Eg. (10) applies for a stream initially in a steady state at the

reference level. If initially the system was not in steady state a

reZaxation term must be added on the right-hand side of Eg. (10). Let

0
0

denote the initial river drawdowns. To represent the effect of these
r

initiaZ eondition excitations one can assume that the system was in a

steady state one period prior to initial time. One then chooses arti-

ficial diversions for the zeroth period in such a way that the predic-

tion of drawdown by Eg. (9) with a summation index for time starting at

the value 0 rather than I for n=O be precisely the 0 namely:a
y'

1
r o (0)

0

I X (1) P (11 )a = (J + ...::....
y r A rp npr p=l

The system of Egs. (11) provide R equations for the R unknowns

o
0p(o) given the initial river drawdowns or' Since the system of Eqs.

(II) is linear the D (0) can be expressed as linear combinations of
p

the Then substitution of these expressions for the o (0)
p

in Eq. (9) will yield the final expression for the river drawdown as:
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1
r

n r (v) - 0 (v)
+ bpI'(V)}cr (n) ::: 0' I I x (n-v+l) P P

r r A v=l rp IIpr p:::l

1 r p X (n+ 1)
I I rp 0

- a.)- A
r

a*.(o. (12)
p=l i:::l n P 1 1 1

P

where the a*. are initial riv<.'r drawdown coefficients which :lre func
PI

tions of the routing discrete kernels and stream par:llllctcrs.

The second term on the right-hand side represents the effect of

diversions and aquifer return flows (external excitations) on the river

drawdowns whereas the last term (the relaxation term) represents the

effect of the initial stream conditions (internal excitations).

O. STREAM-AQUIFER INTERACTION

As discussed previously, Eqs. (2) and (10) apply respectively to

the isolated aquifer and the isolated stream. In each case the aquifer

return flow is treated as an imposed boundary condition. In reality it

depends upon the state of the system. It has been shown that the aquifer

return flow, Qr' could be expressed in terms of reach drawdown and

aquifer drawdown in the form:

(0 - 5 )
r r

(13)

where f is the reach transmissivity which can be expressed as a
r

function of aquifer and river parameters as:

f:::I.£
e (~+ :)

L + 2

(14 )

where T is the aquifer conductivity, e the saturated thickness, L

is the length of the reach, and w
p

is the wetted perimeter. The
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validity of the derived Eq. (14) (rll~ngas('kar(', 1978) h;lS lwen verified

on a reach of the South Platte River (Morel-Seytoux, 1977; Peters, 1977).

An alternate form of Eq. (13) is:

[0 + y - 5 ]
br r r (l 5)

where is the drawdown to river bed and V
J T is river depth (aT st~ge).

With the system of Eqs. (13) the set of Eqs. (2) and (10) is now complete

and it is possible to express the state variables of aquifer drawdown,

river drawdown, reach storage, reach outflow and aquifer return flow in

terms of the external excitations (pumping rates, diversions, upstream

inflows) and of the internal excitations (initial aquifer and reach draw-

downs). The coefficients in these linear relations are the influence

coefficients. These relations can be written in the general format:

7T

Y (n) = I
'IT=1

R

I
0=1

n
X(3) (n-v+1)+ I I (v)

\1=1

p n
X(4) (n-\)+1)

R n
X(5)Cn-v+l)D (v)+ I I Q (v) + L I

p=l v=l .p P 0=1 v=l
• p

(16)

where Y (n) is the state variable of interest and the X(l)(),

X(2) (), X(3) (), X(4) (), XeS) () and X(6) () are the matrices

or vectors of influence coefficients relating the state variable to the

decision variables. The coefficient X(7) does not depend upon the

excitations and may be called a constant in that sense though it varies

with time. Table 1 provides the nomenclature used for all the particular



Tah1e 1. Symbols Used for the Various Influence Coefficients

Decision Variables

State Variable
. Initial Initial I Initial ConstantAquifer River Upstream Pumping . Upstream

Drawdown Drawdown Inflow Rate I Diversion Inflow Coefficients
0 0

I(v) Q (v) IO5 a I Dp (v)
7T P P

Influence Coefficients

Y (n) X(l) x(2) X(3) X(4) XeS) X(6) X(7)

Reach return flow Y
rrr

( ) IJ rp ( ) !/ir ( ) €:rp ( ) srp ( ) n ( ) 1\ ( )
Q (n)

r· .
r

Reach drawdown e () f r1T ( ) gr( ) d
rp

( ) h
rp

( ) c ( ) 9: ( )
a (n)

rTI r r
r

Reach storage erTI ( ) fro ( ) gr ( ) dr ? ( ) h
rp

( ) c ( ) 9. ( )
S (n)

r r
r

-
gr ( )

- -
Reach flow ern ( ) frp ( ) d

rp
( ) hro ( ) c ( ) £ ( )

R (n) r r
r

fwp ( )
A A

C ( )
A

Aquifer drawdown ewn ( ) gw ( ) d
wp

( ) h
wp

( ) 9. ( )

5 (n)
\,' w

w

....
hJ
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coefficients. Programs have been written to generate systematically all

the coefficients described in Table 1.

E. SAMPLE OF RESULTS

Figure 2 shows a small hypothetical stream-aquifer system. Figure

3(a) shows the calculated influence coefficients of aquifer return flows

in reaches 1, 2 and 3 due to pumping at well Pro Physically the coeffi-

cients £ £ and £ represent the actual return flows thatrIPI' r 2PI r 3PI

would take place if well PI was pumped at a unit rate for one period

(week) and then shut off permanently. According to Figure 3(a) for eight

weeks the first reach loses water to the aquifer. This is understandable

as the pumping from the nearby well lowers the aquifer level near the

river. After a week the aquifer recovers because (1) the well is shut

down and (2) it receives water from the stream. The first reach contin-

ues to lose water but less and less as time proceeds. In the case of the

3rd reach which is relatively far, the river gains water continuously.

Because the first reach loses water, levels in reaches 2 and 3 drop. This

drop in river stage is felt rapidly in reaches 2 and 3 because the piver

dPawdown wave travels rapidly. On the other hand, the aquifer drawdown

wave travels much less rapidly. Thus in reach 3 the water level in the

river has dropped but the aquifer level has not, having not felt yet the

impact of the pumping or not feeling it significantly being far from the

pumping weIll. In the case of the second reach the situation is an

intermediate one, the reach losing water at first, then gaining for about

2 weeks and then losing water again.

Figure 4 shows similar results for the case when well (12 pumps for one

week and is then shut down permanent 1y. In this case the return flows are
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Fig. 2. Illustrative stream-aquifer system
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all negative, all the reaches heing urJstream of well P2" The reach near

est to the well experiences the greatest loss durin~ the first week hut

later the upstream reach loses more water. This is due to the fact that

during the later weeks the river stage in reach 3 drops due to losses

from reach 2. That drop in river stage tends to compensate the aquifer

drawdown near reach 3, whereas in reach 2 there is no drop in river level

as there is no losses in reach 1, reach heing too far away from the

well to feel any impact of significance for the first 8 weeks. Other

curves of various influence coefficients can be found in a separate publi

cation (Illangasekare, 1978).

F. CONCLUSIONS

New tools have been developed for the description of a strearn

aquifer system. They appear to be well suited for studies of management

and such studies are currently under way for the lower South Platte River

in Colorado and for the lower Rio Grande River in the San Luis Valley in

Colorado. These applications studies will be documented in subsequent

reports.
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APPENDIX 1

A Finite Element "Discrete Kernel Generator" for Efficient Ground
Water Management

To appear in Proceedings of the Second International Conference on
Finite Elements in Water Resources, Imperial College, London, England,
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A r=INITE ELEMENT "DISCRETE KERNI~L (~ENUV\TOR" FeW lTFICTFNT
GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT

Tissa I llangasckarc, II. J. ~lorl' I -Scytoux

Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 8052::;

INTRODUCTION

The constantly increasing demand for water in regions \'iith
already limited supply makes it imperative to manage the Sllr
face and groundwater supplies efficiently. In water scarce
regions such as the Western United States, the water regulat
ing agencies are facing the problem of regulatipg the water
usage on a day-hy-day hasis during periods of high water de
mand. A typical case of a day-by-day controlled diversion of
stream water to ;.IIl irrigation district in the South Pinte
basin is shown on f-igure 1. In the conventional approaches,
for each set of decision variables such as aquifer pumping a
simulation run has to be made and one must check \,hether the
defined management objectives are met. Such an approach \."ill
be very inefficient in problems where large stream-aquifer
sys tems are involved and a large llumher of neei S1 Oll v,l1'bbl C5

has to be regulated on a day-by-day basis.
Most of the existing mathematical models of strcam

aquifer systems are designed to predict the hydrologic behav
ior of the system in response to a particular set of numerical
values of the excitations. An approach which makes use of the
functional relation between the responses of the system to the
excitation was presented by Morel-Seytoux (1973). The concept
of the response function and the applicability of the approach
to hydrologic modeling and simplified management problems were
illustrated in a paper by Morel-Scytoux (1975). The usc of
these basic aqui fer response functions in combination \."ith a
l.inearized stream routing model to predict the water table and
river stage evolution W;JS descrihed hriefly hy f\1orel-Seytoux
(1975) .

Figure 2 schematically represents the operation of a
management model using the influence coefficient approach.
Figure 3 compares the conventional simulation approach and the
suggested influence coefficient approach.

The models discussed by ~10rel-Seytoux (1975) and
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Rodriguez-Amaya (1976) use two versions of the finite differ
ence method to solve the basic satllr:llet! rIO\" cquation. f\
user oriented, (minimum input decisions taken hy ~hc user)
storage efficient finite element model which gcnerates the
basic response functions without being limited hy the size of
the aquifer is presented in this paper.

DISCRETE KERNEL OF AQUIfER DRAI\'DOWN nUE TO PUI'-IPlN(; EXCITATION

The basic saturated flow equation is thc BOllssincsq cqu3tion:

dS d (T~) _ ~ (T ~) =
cP ~ - ax dX dy ay <Ie (1)

(2)

where ~ is the drairiable (or effective) porosity, s is
the drawdown measured positive downward from a (hi~h) hori
zontal datum, t is time, x and r arc the horizontal
cartesian coordinates, T is the transmisslvity, and qc is
the instantaneous pumping rate per unit arca at excitation
point e in the aquifer (chosen algebraically positive for a
wi thdrawal exci ta tion) . I t has been sho\"n b~' ~fore l-Sc~'toux

and Daly (1975) that the solution to Equation (l) can be
expressed generally in the form:

n
s (n) = I 6 (n-v+I)Q (v)

we \1=1 we e

It is clear that once the discrete kernel coefficients
°we(V) , v=1,2 .•. n have been obtained, the dr~H"down response
sween) can be obtained for any type of pumpin9: schedule
Qe(v), \)=1,2 ... n from Equation (2), whereas in the tradi
tional simulation approach the total right-hand side of
Equation (2) has to be computed for each given pumping
schedule.

To generate the "discrete kernel" coefficients for an
aquifer with given boundary conditions, Equation (1) has to
be solved for a unit pulse excitation gc on the right-hand
side.

A USER ORIENTED COMPUTER-EFFICIENT MODEL

One of the shortcomings of existing numerical models of
aquifer simulation is related to the decisions which has to
be taken by the user with respect to the data inputs. The
basic inputs needed for the numerical solution of Boussincsq's
equation are the aquifer geometry, distribution of transmis
sivity, distribution of specific yield and the locations and
values of net pumping excitations. In the "discrete kernel
generator" the net pumping excitation is fixed as ~ unit

pulse applied at a knO\ffi node point. Thus all the inputs
needed could be extracted from the basic data sources of maps
defining aquifer boundaries, transmissivities and specific
yields. A "user oriented" program is one such th:1t the user
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does not have to make the decisions r'" I ated to the type of
mesh (or grid) system to be used in thl' numerical procedure,
the spacing of nodes, the estimation of nodal transmissivity
and specific yield values from data maps and time increment
parameters, etc.

There are tlvO aspects of efficiency which have to he
considered in computer modeling. The efficiency lvith respect
to the computer memory storage needed and the central pro
cessing time used. In solving problems associated with large
stream-aquifer systems, the memory storage becomes a limiting
factor. Even though the computing time l"hich decides the
computing cost becomes high for the generation of the dis
crete kernel coefficients, once they have been calculated anu
saved, simulation of aquifer behavior to any pumping excita
tion pattern can be obtained without ever making use any
longer of the costly numerical model.

The "discrete kernel generator" developed in this study
has the following features which makes it user oriented and
storage efficient:

(1) The program uses the geometry of :HjuifeT boundaries,
contours of equal transmissivity and specific
yields as inputs.

(2) The program generates a finite element mesh system
to fit the given aquifer geometry.

(3) It defines a sub-mesh system to scan the total
aquifer.

(4) The built-in time-parameters in the program guaran
tee numerical stability.

Moving sub-aquifer
The idea of the moving sub-aquifer is based on the fact that
the aquifer drawdown (response) clue to a pumping excitation
at a node is significant only locally in the aquifer. Figure
4 shows the maximum value of the discrete kernels (6 we (n»
generated at different distances away from the excitation
point e, for a homogeneous aquifer. For this case the
response is significant only up to about the 8~ node space.
Hence for this particular case the width of the sub-aquifer
within which the excitation is assumed to be felt is taken as
16 node spaces.

By assuming that the response is only significant locally
in a region close to the excitation we are assuming that the
initial zero gradient of the water table is not changed out
51 de this region. lienee the hOlllld:JrY of til i s region wh1 ell is
also the boundary of the SUh-;Hluifcr (Figure S) is assulllcd to
have no flolV boundary conditioll. The finite clement equations
are formulated for the sub-aqui fer to sol ve Equation (1) for
an excitation point on the excitation grid line E[ (Figure 6).
Once all the nodes on EE have been excited and the discrete
kernels generated, the system moves by one griu space, making
the next vertical grid line the excitation grid line. The
sub~system scans the total aquifer by moving one grid space at
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Figure 6 Moving sub-mesh.

a time till all the nodes have been excited.

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

Using the Galerkin method on the operator defined by Equation
(l) and following procedures described in v3rious tcxthooks
(e.g., Gray and Pinder (1974)) a matrix equation for the un
known drawdowns at the nodes is obtained. This equation is
of the form:

[AJ {s} ::: {R} (3)

An element of the matrix [A) is given by,

(4)

(5)aN.) }
dyJ dxdy

aN.
I

3y

aN.
__.1 +
ax

where i,j ar€ nodes defined on the x-y plane and k,i are
time nodes (Figure 7). The general expressions for the ele
ments of matrices [P] and [Q] defined on the x-y plane and
the elements of the matrices [U] and (V) defined on the
time axis are given by:

P.. = ~i {T If (aNi
1J m=l m Dm ax

xy

Q..
1J

( 6)
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f
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y

x

Figure 7 Definition of space and time nodes

Uk.Q, = J Yk Y.Q,dt

°t
Vk1 = J

oy Q,

Yk -dt

°t
at

(7)

C8)

(9)

where Ni and Y
k

are the basis functions on space and time
respectively, Ki is the number of elements sharing the space
node i, Tm and ~m are the constant transmissivity and
specific yield in the mth element, D~y is the space domain
of mth element and Dt is the time domain. \

An element of the right-hand side vector is given by,
K.

1

Rci ,l) = {qc mL

The set of Equati OilS (3) C3n he solved for .s (i r.), where
(i,1) is the node \.;hose projection is the it" node on the
x-y plane and £ is the time level' (Figure 7).

NUMERICAL SCHEI\1E AND THE COMPlITER PROGRAM

The computer program developed for the generation of "discrete
kernels" has three main components:
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(1) a program which estimates the parameters and the
size of the moving sub-mesh,

(2) a program which generates the mesh system and esti
mates the nodal values of transmissivity and
specific yield from input data, and

(3) a program which, (a) computes and updates the
"space" matrices rPJ and rOJ as the system moves,
(b) computes and tlpdates the "time" matrices [til
and [V] as the time nodes move along the time axis,
and (c) solves the system of Equations (3).

Algebraic structure of the finite element equations
The structure of the matrices defined by Equations (5) to (9)
is determined by the type of elements and the basis functions
used. In this study, simple triangular elements with linear
basis functions Ni(x,y) were used to generate the matrices
[P] and [0]. Along the time axis, two nodes per element with
linear basis functions Yiet) were used to generate the
matrices [U] and [V].

In Equations (5), (6) and (9) the domains of integration
D~y become the triangular elements of the mesh system. The
double integration was performed for each fini to el cment to
obtain the following express ions for an el emental setup shown
in Figure 8.

-T (y _y )2 -TmY3(YZ-Y3) TmY2 (y2- Y3)m 2 3
8A 8A SA

-TmY3(YZ-Y3) -T (y2 + 6L2) Tm(YZY3 + lIL2 )

[p] m 3 (10)::
SA 8A8A

TmYZ(YZ- Y3) Tm(YZY3+ lIL 2) -T (y2 + 6L2 )
m 2

8A SA SA

A A A
<Pm (; <Pm 12 <Pm IT

[qJ
A A A

:: <Pm 12 <Pm (; <Pm 12

A A A
<Pm IT <Pm 12 ¢m 6"

A
"3

{r} A= "3

A
3

(11)

(12)
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where [p], [q] and {r} are the componcnts of clements of
[PJ, [Q] and {R} contributed by c3eh finite clement and A
is the area of the triangle.

y

3

2

l. 6L J
Figure 8 General element setup.

Using two nodes per element spaced at ~t, the follow
ing expressions were obtained for the "time" matrices.

[U]

[V]

[ At/3 At/6 ]
::

M/6 M/~

~ [-1/2 1/2J
-1/2 112

(13)

(14)

Parameters of the moving suh-system
At all stages of the computation the "space" matrices [P] and
[Q] hold only the information of the sub-mesh system. There
fore the mesh system is generated only for the sub-aquifer.
Two parameters define totally the configurrltion of the sub
aquifer mesh (Figure 9), namely the vertical grid line spacing
(~L) which is kept constnnt all along the length of the
aquifer and the number of vertical grid lines (NSUBV) in a
sub-aquifer. The number of nodes (NW) on a vertical grid line
is estimated using a user supplied average total aquifer width
and the parameter ~L. The NW value used will make the dis
tance between nodes on a vertical, approximately equal to 6L.

An empirical rclationship ,...hich guarantees stahi 1i ty of
solution was obtained using computer runs mJ.dc for a hOlllogen
eous square aquifer ,... hose lIodes were spaced equally at a
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distance tiL. The routine which sol\'e's the finite element
equations was used for different combinations of T/~, tiL
and time increments M and it was found that the following
condition should be satisfied for stability of the numerical
solution.

< 2.0 (lS)

using the extreme case of 6t = 0.5 used during the first
few periods,

<rr- V ~ ( 16)

From user supplied values of average trallsmisslvl t)' :lIId
specific yield for the total aquifer, AL can be estimatcJ
from Equation (16). Using the same values of T and ~

and a user supplied average aquifer width the ;J113lytical solu
tion for a homogeneous aquifer is used to determine the num
ber of grid spaces away from the excitation point at which
the maximum value of the "discrete kernel" coefficients be
come insignificant. The above information is used to define
the length of the sub-aquifer (NSUBV).

Finite clement mesh generator
With a knowledge of the vertical grid line spacing 6L the
user can fit a vertical grid line system onto the total aqui
fer as shown in Figure 9. By superimposing the vertical grid
line system onto the appropriate map the user prepares for
each grid line vertical grid line information cards with the
following information:

(a) the y-coordinates of the points at the intersection
of the bottom and top boundaries of the aquifer.
(YB and YT as shown on Figure 9).

(b) the contour values and the y-coordinatcs of the
points of intersection of the contours of equal
transmissivity,

(c) same as (b) for contours of equal specific yield.
Using the fixed number of nodes on a vertical (NW) the

program distributes nodes at equal spaces on the vertical
grid line hetween aquifer boundaries and the nodal values of
transmissivity and ~pccific yield 3re interpolated using the
information given in (b) and (e). Each time the sub-aquifer
moves a new vertical grid line information card is read and
information on the leftmost grid line is dropped to minimize
the computer storage requirements.

Finite element solution routine
Using the node numbering scheme sho\ffi on Figure 9, the sym
metric "space" matrices [PJ and [QJ becomes banded with a
band width of NW + 2, where NW is the number of nodes on a
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vertical grid line. In addition U.' ht' i ng handed the matrices
arc systematically sparse. That is, irrespective of the NW
useu, out of the NW+2 eolumns of the band .:111 the columns
have zero entries except columns 1, 2, NW+I and NW+2
(Figure 10). This property makes it possible to save storage

I:, '.:~1: .1.
I 0 D I) 0

o ODD

1 • f 10 I' 'z I] /4 "
__Ini"ol Motri.

I.
"

"....

• •
I r;;--,.---;;--;:;----------- ----.,
,I .... .... :'--Sub-SYSlem Mo.ell

.\ II .. : by One VertiCOI

" ••• • I
• I ••• • II I
• t I
7 t "Ill til" r
I I

• I •• •• I

• : I
10 I ..... ,. A :

II : At '" AI .. C
I I

II " I
11 I •• I

I I
\41 .... I'. L ~J

D~ Elements Dropped When System Mo.ed
M~ Elemenis Modified
R" Elements Retoineo

A" Elements Added

Figure 10 Structure of "space" matrices [PJ and [Q]

as only these four columns have to be stored. In solving the
system of equations given by Equation (3), the elements of
matrix fAJ are generated using Equation (4). Each time a node
is excited the vector {R} is generated using Equation (9).
The system of equations is solved using the Gauss-Seidel
iterative scheme.

Once all the nodes on the excitation vertical grid line
have been excited the sub-system is moved by one vertical.
For the new sub-system the "space" matrices [P] and [Q] are
modified by dropping the matrix elements corresponding to the
set of nodes dropped and adding elements of the nodes of the
added vertical. The elements to be dropped, modified, re
tained from the original matrix and added arc shown in rigurc
10 for an example problem.

The "discrete kernel" values generated are printed out
(or stored on magnetic tape) at the end of each excitation.
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RESULTS

The program developed \'ias used to generate the discrete
kernel coefficients for a homogeneous aqui fer for which an
analytical solution exists. A squ3rc aquifer of size 350
meters wi th no-flow boundary condi tions and lIll i formly spaced
nodes 350 meters apart was excited at the central node c
(Figure 11). The analytical solutions and the program
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T' to. 000 mt I wk
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Figure 11 Comparison of program generated coefficients
and analytical solutions - Case 1.

generated response functions 0wc(n) ohserved at the nodes
WI' w2 and w3 are compared on Figure 10. The comparison was
done for a range of values of specific yield 'and the results
are shown on Figures 12 and 13. The comparison shows that
the analytical solutions and the program generated values are
in very good agreement for a range of values of T/~.

To demonstrate the steps involved in applying the model
to real stream-aquifer systems, a sample reach was selected
from the South Platte River (Figure 14).

Step 1: Using maps of aquifer geometry, transmissivity
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Figure 14 Sample reach from South Platte River.

and specific yield, estimate average values of aquifer width,
transmissivity and specific yield.

average width = 2600 meters
T = 24,600 m2fwk
4J = 0.2

From the relationship (16), using the average values of
T and ~, the vertical grid line spacing ~L is estimated.

~L = 350 meters
Step 2: Using the average values of aquifer width, T,

~ and the estimated ~L the program computes the moving
aquifer parameters.

length of the sub-system = 16 grid line spaces
number of nodes on a vertical = 9.

Step 3: The user defines the x,y axes (Figure 14) and
fits a vertical grid line system spaced at 350 meters. The
vertical grid line information cards are prepared for the 21
grid lines to be used as the inputs to the "discrete kernel
generator" program.

CONCLUSION

A cost efficient method which has the potential to be used
effectively in making day-by-day short term management deci
sions in stream-aquifer management problems was presented.
The user oriented "kernel generator" program discussed simpli
fies the application of the model to real field prohlems.
The agreement of the model generated values with analytical
solutions shows that the model can be used to generate the
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"discrete kernels" to a reasonably i:ood accuracy for di fferent
ranges of values of transmissivity and specific yield.
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